Nu-Wave Scaffolds are easily and quickly assembled by one person without any tools

Platform heights adjust in 4 inch increments in just seconds

Solid steel stack pins secure stacked units

NO pins required to secure casters or stack our scaffolds

Ladders are drilled on both sides and Outriggers are interchangeable for easy assembly

29.5” Wide End Frame Access Ladders provide safe access to work platforms

Narrow width allows for rolling through standard commercial doorways without dismantling

Scaffolds may be stacked to a maximum of 18 ft. (THREE SECTIONS) when a set of 4 Outriggers and a Guardrail Kit with Toe Boards are installed

Guardrail Kits and Outriggers sold separately

Nu-Wave Scaffolds Available in Classic and Elite Models

Both Models available in 4 ft., 6 ft. and 8 ft. lengths, and 4 ft. and 6 ft. heights
SCAFFOLD ACCESSORIES AND REPLACEMENT PARTS
All Class and Elite Scaffold Components are 100% Interchangeable

**PP-6CL: Classic Platform**
(also comes as PP-4CL and PP-8CL)

**PP-6EL: Elite Platform**
(also comes as PP-4EL and PP-8EL)

**PL-6: Scaffold Ladder**
(Replacement Ladder for Both CL and EL Models)

**CTB-100-4:**
Platform Brackets for Classic Models

**PBP:**
Base Plate
(For use on CL and EL Models)

**PL-1/2:**
Half Ladder
(Replacement Ladder for 1/2 Scaffold)

**GK-6:**
Guardrail Kit
(Also comes as GK-4 and GK-8)

**GKC-6:**
Guardrail Kit Complete
Includes toe boards and brackets
(Also comes as GKC-4 and GKC-8)

**PT-6:**
Scaffold Truss
(Also comes as PT-4 and PT-8)

**GR-6:**
Guardrail
(Also comes as GR-4 and GR-8)

**GRE-2C and GRE-2S:**
Guardrail End Frames with Midrail Chain or Solid Midrail

**PO-100/4:**
Outriggers
Sold 4 to a Set
(Casters sold separately)
STEP-UPS

Nu-Wave Step-Ups come in three sizes and can serve as a mini-scaffold, workbench or material cart. All Nu-Wave Step-Ups are made with two 14 gauge Steel Platforms and come with Four 5” All Brake Casters. They fold to 4 inches flat for easy storage and convenient transport.

**SU-4: 4 ft. STEP-UP WORKSTAND:**
H 50.5” x L 48” x W 22”
Load Capacity: 500 lbs.
Shipping Weight: 71 lbs.

**SU-5: 5 ft. STEP-UP WORKSTAND:**
H 61.5” x L 56” x W 25”
Load Capacity: 600 lbs.
Shipping Weight: 90 lbs.

**SU-6: 6 ft. STEP-UP WORKSTAND:**
H 72.5” x L 56” x W 25”
Load Capacity: 600 lbs.
Shipping Weight: 100 lbs.

REPLACEMENT PARTS

**PC54B-S**
Step-Up Replacement Caster

**PP-2: SU-4 Replacement Platform**
(Also comes in PP-3 for the SU-5 and SU-6)
DRYWALL CARTS

Nu-Wave Drywall Carts come in a variety of sizes and feature unitized tubular steel frame construction, capacities up to 3,000 lbs., electrostatic epoxy powder coating, and a choice of caster configurations and wheel materials to match your needs.

**PD-1: Residential Cart:**
Panel Glide can be ordered separately.
Smaller Design Moves Well in Limited Work Space
Inset Back Tube Frame
Hi-Tech Wheels
Platform Dimensions: 9" x 39.25"
Overall Dimensions: 47" H x 39.25" L x 17.75" W
Shipping Weight: 50 lbs. (w/o casters)

**PD-2: Standard Drywall Cart:**
Platform Dimensions: 12" W x 43.5" L
Overall Dimensions: 22" W x 47" H x 43.5" L
Shipping Weight: 50 lbs. (w/o casters)

**PD-3: Standard Drywall Cart:**
Platform Dimensions: 12" X x 43.625" L
Overall Dimensions: 22.5" W x 47" H x 49.75" L
Shipping Weight: 69 lbs. (w/o casters)

**PD-4: Standard Drywall Cart:**
Platform Dimensions: 12" W x 43.625" L
Overall Dimensions: 25" W x 47" H x 49.75" L
Shipping Weight: 75 lbs. (w/o casters)

**PD-5: Standard Drywall Cart (Not Shown):**
Platform Dimensions: 12" W x 44" L
Overall Dimensions in Standard Cart Mode:
24.75" W x 44.75" H x 45" L
Overall Dimensions in Flat Cart Mode:
35.25" W x 14" H x 45" L
Shipping Weight: 72 lbs. (w/o casters)

**PPG-1 and PPG-2: Panel Glides sold separately**

CASTER OPTIONS

- PCHTR-8-S
- PCHTS-8-S
- PCHTS-8-S/HD
- PCRR-8-S
- PCRS-8-S
- PPLR-S Position Lock
NWD-234: DRYWALL CART

FEATURES:
- Larger Wheel Base: 18.5” W x 36.5” L
- 12% Larger than the PD-2 & 3
- 8% Larger than the PD-4
- Larger Platform Deck: 13” W x 43.75” L
- 8% Larger than the PD-2, 3 & 4
- Bumper/Lifting Handles
- Load Capacity: 2,400 lbs.
- Optional Removable/Replaceable Material Kickers
- Choice of 4 Hi-Tech Swivel Casters or 4 Rubber-to-Metal Swivel Casters
- Comes in Nu-Wave Green — Easily Distinguishable

NWD-HD234: HEAVY DUTY CART

FEATURES:
- Comes with all of the features of the NWD-234 listed above but with:
  - 8” Heavy Duty Hi-Tech Swivel Casters (Shown at left)
- Load Capacity: 3,000 lbs.
- Comes in Nu-Wave Green — Easily Distinguishable

Visit us at: www.nuwavescaffold.com

Nu-Wave Manufactures Product in Indianapolis, Indiana
**NWD-R11: RESIDENTIAL CART**

Nu-Wave’s newest residential cart may be small but it’s tough!

**FEATURES:**
- Comes with an Installed Panel Glide for ease in loading and unloading sheets
- Four 8” Swivel Casters
- Load Capacity: 2,000 lbs.
- Weight: 62 lbs.
- Dimensions: 17” W x 40” L x 45-1/8” H
- Deck Dimension: 9-1/4” W x 40” L
- Comes in Nu-Wave Green - Easily Distinguishable

**NWD-F66: FLAT CART**

If you’ve got a big job, this versatile cart will fit the need! Ideal for steel studs, ceiling grid, doors, tile, etc.

**FEATURES:**
- Load Capacity: 3,200 lbs.
- Comes with 8” Heavy Duty Hi-Tech Swivel Casters with Wheel Locks on All Casters
- Removable Upright Bars
- Weight: 112 lbs.
- Dimensions: 29” W x 71” L x 59.5” H (w/casters)

**NWD F-44: FLAT CART**

ALL THE SAME FEATURES ABOVE, JUST SMALLER:
- Weight: 84 lbs.
- Dimensions: 29” W x 49” L x 50.5” H (w/casters)

**NWD– XL22: Utility Cart**

Load Capacity: 3,200 lbs.
- Platform Dimensions: 19” W x 48” L
- Overall Dimensions: 29.25” W x 48” L x 47” H
- Weight: 102 lbs. (w/casters); 78 lbs. w/o casters

**NWD-XL22/RCB/PPG: Utility Cart**

All the features of the NWD-XL22 with a Recessed Bumper and Panel Glide (Photo Not Shown)
SPLC: SUPER PRO LOCK COMPLETE SYSTEM

Contains the Super Pro Lock, Telescoping Handrails and Four Mini-Stabilizers to comply with OSHA Standards (Parts shown in green in photo)

Features:
Telescoping handrails on both sides provide extra safety
4 Mini Stabilizers widen the base to meet OSHA Standards (Reference 1926.452(w)(6)(i-v)(ii) Height of scaffold-to-base width ratio — shown to the left)

STABILIZERS MUST BE USED ON ALL NU-WAVE SUPER PRO LOCK SYSTEMS

WARNING: Use only on clean, level floors. Make sure toggle lever is fully engaged. Follow OSHA standards for scaffold construction and use. Failure to use as directed could cause serious injury.

Material Bracket: MBK-300

FEATURES:
Brackets are for holding ceiling grid, fluorescent lights, conduit, etc.
For 4’ Cross Tees the width of Scaffold/Mains on length of scaffold
Installs easily over stack pins

Tool Box: TBX-200

FEATURES:
UPS Shippable
Large Capacity: 28” x 6-3/4” x 6-1/2”
Constructed of 14 Ga. Steel for strength and durability
Locates on ladder rung for easy installation
Safety latch pin to hold in position

Visit us at: www.nuwavescaffold.com
Nu-Wave Manufactures Product in Indianapolis, Indiana
550 Classic Scaffold: 550CL

FEATURES:

- UPS Shippable
- Non-Stackable
- Utilizes either PC5B-S or PIC-5 scaffold casters
- 24” Wide End Frame Access Ladders provide safe access to work platforms
- Narrow width allows for rolling through narrow places and doorways without dismantling.
- One person can assemble the 550CL quickly without tools.
- Holes on both sides of the end frame aid in ease of assembly
- One person can also adjust platform heights in 4 in. increments in a matter of seconds.
- Load Capacity: 750 lbs.
- Platform: Large 1,305 sq. in. platform surface
- Dimensions: 2’ W x 5’ L x 5’ H

IF YOU DON’T SEE WHAT YOU’RE LOOKING FOR, PLEASE CONTACT US. NU-WAVE CAN MANUFACTURE A CUSTOM CART TO FIT YOUR NEEDS.

PLEASE CONTACT YOUR LOCAL NU-WAVE DISTRIBUTOR FOR CUSTOM COLORS AND ID BRANDING.

Call Nu-Wave Manufacturing at:
1-800-428-7200 or
e-mail us at:
customerservice@nuwavescaffold.com
for information on a Distributor near you.

Visit us at: www.nuwavescaffold.com
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